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To embark on a journey of success 
one needs the tools of preparedness, 
foresight and strategy. These lead to 
the path of growth and high-quality 
operation. We endeavor to be one 
of the most competitive companies 
in the industry with emphasis on 
efficiency in operations and reliability 
for customers.

Guided by our glorious past and geared 
towards the future, we have the key success 
factorsnecessary to withstand the winds 
of change. Our well-recognized market 
presence with a strong portfolio of products 
and services, is what will take us marching 
into the future, we began as the dream of one 
humble man and have extended beyond his 
wildest dreams. Let’s reach out even beyond, 
together.

Saadi Koes Shnawa
Chairman

“A true leader has the confidence to stand alone, 
the courage to make tough decisions, and the 
compassion to listen to the needs of others. He 
does not set out to be a leader but becomes one 
by the equality of his actions and the integrity of 
his intent.”

We may have grown beyond our most ambitious dreams, 
however, one thing has remained the same - the pursuit of 
excellence and strong social responsibility is at the core of 
our philosophy.

CHAIRMAN
MESSAGE



LARGEST SPECIALIZED
CONTRACTING
SERVICES
COMPANY IN IRAQ

Khor Al Zubair - Head Office

Majnoon Oil Field

30,000 Sq.m

150,000 Sq.m

Al yAMAMA HAS 
plANtS wItH 
fACIlItIeS of two 
yARdS
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CoRpoRAte
OVERVIEW
For more than 25 years we have prided 
ourselves on our strong customer focused 
approach and we continually aim to 
provide a world-class quality service, which 
has enabled us to attain and sustained 
leadership in all our lines of business.

Al Yamama has an international presence with offices 
located in locations throughout Iraq and the UAE.

The company continues to grow its global footprint 
with more offices planned to support the company’s 
ever growing businesses, our marketing and distribution 
network has also established a reputation for strong 
customer support.

Al Yamama is an eco-friendly organisation that believes 
progress must be achieved in harmony with the 
environment. A commitment to the community welfare 
and environmental protection are an integral part of the 
corporate vision.

Al Yamama has redefined its organisational model 
to facilitate growth and efficiency which has been 
achieved through greater levels of empowerment and an 
investment in quality recruitment.

The new structure is also built with the intention of serving 
multiple sectors of the industry allowing Al Yamama to 
provide a first class service to all current and future clients.
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CoRe
VALUES

BelIeve

GRowtH

ReCoGNItIoN

INNovAtIoN

tRuSt

To surpass the expectations of our clients every step of the way 
and be at the forefront of the international arena in every field 
we operate while ensuring a better future to all our stakeholders
through corporate sustainability.

Al Yamama Engineering Company believes in the betterment of 
every employee – our work culture embraces everyone and offers 
equal opportunities to further capabilities and character.

Those who find themselves working with us will find that 
competence and merit is the only basis for job security. Our 
people blossom in an environment that is filled with opportunities 
to learn and align with the world’s technological trends.

When the standard is high, the drive to achieve is even higher. We 
offer performance-based evaluation, incentives and appreciation.

We believe that interaction is two-way and encourage everyone to 
participate in a conversation. The spirit of enterprise and initiative 
is always welcomed.

With openness comes trust – our team cooperates and supports 
each other with a sense of ownership and a healthy respect 
for differing opinions. Candidness is a virtue that doesn’t go 
unrecognized.

ouR VISIOn

ouR MISSIOn

To surpass the expectations of our clients every step of the way 
and be at the forefront of the international arena in every field 
we operate while ensuring a better future to all our stakeholders 
through corporate sustainability.

To provide the highest quality of service to our clients, ensure 
long-term profitability, increase shareholder value, provide career 
opportunities, and continuously support the betterment of the 
community
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PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERING
DISCIPLINE

CIVIL
WORKS

Pilling Works

Building construction

Precast Works

ERW Site Clearance

pIlING 
WORKS

AY piling work is a proven innovator of deep 
foundation construction. Our client centric focus 
and commitment to investing in the brightest 
minds, latest technology and cutting-edge 
equipment has been the AY piling differentiator 
since the inception of our company.

We provide the market with highly effective solutions for complex 
projects, ensuring that objectives and timelines are delivered on target 
and as per clients’ expectations. With a successful track record that spans 
more than a decade, AY developed a tradition of honesty and integrity 
that is reflected in every job that we deliver. We also deploy a wide range 
of specialized and modern equipment to build foundations which suit all 
sorts of ground conditions.

Our custom foundation drills will help you 
tackle any job, any time, in any terrain.

RouGH teRRAIN?
No pRoBleM.
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SHeet PILE

Support excavations
Construct seawalls and bulkheads
Create barriers to groundwater flow

CoMMoN uSeS

With both vibratory and 
vibration-free installation 
rigs, Al Yamama has the 
equipment to construct the 
right solution for your project.
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pIle
CAST In SITUE AT 
bROWn FIELd AREA

oNSHoRe 
PRECAST PILES

Robust and cost-effective 
alternative piling solution 
for civil engineering and 
infrastructure projects.
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offSHoRe -
InSTALLATIOn OF 
STEEL PIPE PILInG

Specialty in enhancement 
customer satisfaction 
with a completion of 
offshore project

we have 
Barge

We offers a high quality of 
pile driving performance 

In the most productive 
areas in the sea
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pIpe dRIve - OFFSHORE

Al Yamama have barge 
to execute the work in 
offshore  

BuIldING
COnSTRUCTIOn

AY civil works division has the expertise and resources to operate 
and deliver across all sectors, providing clients with a complete 
end-to-end self-delivery solution. Working together, with other 
in-house divisions, we can offer a breadth of services which 
maximizes a client’s investment returns.
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RoAd
COnSTRUCTIOn

CIvIl woRKS
& STRUCTURAL
STEEL

pIpe SuppoRt &
PIPE SLEEPER

Steel StRuCtuRAl 
WORKS & SHEdS

Steel Structural 
work for oil field
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CoNCRete 
WORKS

FOR dIFFEREnT bUILdInG

pReCASt 
WORKS

AY will assist you to choose the most suitable 
precast system for your project. In this decision, 
consideration will be given to such issues as 
buildability, logistics, structural considerations, 
durability requirements, architectural and aesthetic 
considerations and many others.

We have gained experience 
through hundreds of reference 

projects nationwide and will 
recommend solutions that have 

been successful earlier. When this 
consultation is done at an early 

stage in the project, the system 
can be optimized for precast and 

great cost-savings can be achieved 
for the benefit of the developer and 

contractor.
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eRwpReCASt FACTORY
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DRASTICALLY REDUCED
ENGINEERING MAN HOURS

OIL & GAS 
Pipeline Works

Tanks Fabrication

Maintenance, Rehabilitation 
and Cleaning Works

pIpelINe
WORKS

We encourage a working environment in 
which new ideas emerge as responses to 
understanding client needs and delivering 
what is required to meet them.
AY operations concentrate on foundations and moorings; risers, 
conductors and flowlines; marine electronics, instrumentation 
and surveys. These core areas are supported by strengths in 
activity management and manpower provision. This linked 
offering covers the life of a field and is distinct from the services 
offered by specialist construction companies, drilling companies 
and asset owners.

develop solutions based 
on decades of experience 
that add flexibility, improve 
productivity and reduce cost
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Hdpe
LInER WORKS

Everything you need is right here at AY, from maintenance, 
rehabilitation and cleaning. Our disciplined approach to process 
efficiency and operational excellence includes a dedicated project 
manager to oversee your project every step of the way.

MAINteNANCe, REHAbILITATIOn 
& CLEAnInG WORKS

Rethinking
Materialization
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MEET THE GLOBAL
DISCIPLINE HEAD
FOR LOGISTICS

LOGISTICS
Rig Moving

Heavy Lifting

Mobilization, Hospitality, and Catering

Transportation

RIG MOVInG

Rig moving is a very complex 
process involving numerous 
operations and activities. 
Preplanning, coordination and 
adequate supervision of the 
efforts of all personnel involved is 
essential to carry out a safe and 
efficient rig moving operation.

Safety and environmental impact analysis and feasibility 
studies are also weaved into the logistical assessment and 
coordination, particularly before a rig move begins. AY has 
experienced Rig move managers, who lead the special 
teams for rigs mobilization. The Rig move team is always 
ready to operate in all major oil and gas areas of the 
region. We are constantly following rules of active personal 
control of every rig mobilization stage. We perform such 
control to provide high quality service and to reduce risks. 
We keep rig mobilization information transparency for our 
clients by providing agreed services: high quality reports, 
electronic systems and personnel involvement.

Safe, efficient and 
economically sound manner 
is a key service offering from
Al Yamama
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HeAvy LIFTInG

related to the most complicated and challenging issues that is involve transportation 
of oversized and heavy cargoes. We provide a full range of services to develop and 
implement the most appropriate factory-to-foundation transport solutions for heavy 
and oversized cargoes.

Every industry presents unique supply chain, but none is as complex as oil and 
gas. Transporting equipment and material supply requires special equipment, 
strict regulatory compliance, and extensive safety procedures. It often requires 
multiple modes and involves everything from supplies for oil rigs to hazardous 
materials.

MoBIlIzAtIoN,
HOSPITALITY & CATERInG

AY specializes in the rapid deployment of food service and 
temporary accommodation operations to remote sites. AY has 
more than 25 years combined experience, in its executive, within 
the mobiliization, hospitality and catering.

we Build
Relationships
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RefReSH
AREA

Hotel BedRooM

lAuNdARy
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tRANSpoRtAtIoN

We provide land transportation of construction material through Trailers, flat beds 
and Cement bulkers. Whether it is by road, rail or barge, the heavy and oversized 
modules for these facilities need complex transport and lifting arrangements. AY has 
the people and equipment to accommodate the most unusual of needs.

360° support for
your oil and gas
business
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MACHINERY FOR
EVERY NECESSITY

PLANTS
Precast Plants

Ready Mix Concrete Plants

Asphalt Plants

RO Plant

pReCASt 
PLAnTS

intently working on building tomorrow’s 
vision in the rapidly growing Precast 
Industry. We have been consistently 
excelling in providing prefabricated 
building solutions to our customers’ 
satisfaction. Since the day of origin in this 
region, we are confidently growing in terms 
of performance as well as the working 
team with all our local and international 
know-how, knowledge and experience as 
basic pillars of our company.

In construction, time is of the essence. Starting from design, 
manufacturing and construction, a Precast solution offers 
considerable time saving, in addition to flexibility of design, neat 
construction site and reduced manpower usage.

Precast beams and columns offer a perfect solution for fast track 
projects as well as for regular projects. Whether for a simple or 
complex structure, Precast beams and columns are flexible enough 
to suit all architectural and structural criteria.

Build your

vision
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The Ready Mix Concrete division at AY supplies the highest quality of ready mix 
concrete, dry concrete mix, and cement grout, and it has been engaged in several 
prestigious projects in the region. The technical laboratory at our concrete batching 
plant ensures the precise and consistent supply of materials, as well as making sure 
that all the required specifications and standards for quality concrete are at their 
highest.

ReAdy MIX
COnCRETE PLAnT

excel at surpassing our 
clients expectations for 
delivering a superior 
product on-time and 
within budget.

Ro PLAnT
AY’s experience spans multiple industries, employing 
technologies such as plant filtration, reverse osmosis, and ion 
exchange for softening and deionization. We offer customized 
answers tailored to the needs of your business and supported by 
the highest level of service.

AY is strongly committed in the creation and development 
of technologies for care and preservation of the environment.
Thanks to technology, innovation and reliability, AY is able to 
meet the different needs of water treatment and water recycling, 
by offering state-of-the-art technology and flexible plants which 
are able to adapt to the needs of civil and industrial sectors.

water treatment 
solutions for all type 
of applications

understanding of your 
business and the development 
of plants that provide real-
world solutions.

ASpHAlt 
PLAnTS

AY use the highest quality materials to produce a durable asphalt mix 
product that exceeds industry standards and is routinely tested at our 
plant to maintain quality control. The number one paving contractor 
in terms of jobs completed and standard of workmanship, we also 
offer an industry-leading warranty on all work completed.
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MACHINERY
& EQUIPMENT

duMp tRuCKS

fRoNt eNd loAdeRS ( SHovelS )

Bull dozeRS

GRAdeRS

eXCAvAtoRS

CRANeS ( 55 toNS )

CRANeS ( 110 toNS )

CRAwleR CRANe ( 5 toNS )

CRAwleR CRANe ( 50 toNS )

JCB

RolleRS

MINI RolleRS

BoBCAtS

tRAIleRS

foRKlIftS –vARIouS SIzeS

HAlf loRRIeS

HIABS

pRIMeMoveRS, lowBoyS ANd flAt Bed

CoNCRete MIXeR tRuCKS

CoNCRete puMpS –52 & 40
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1

6

22

12

5

8

7

8

18

20

27

3

MACHINeRy & 
EQUIPMEnT
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OUR
RECOMMENDATIONS
& CERTIFICATES  
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ouR CLIEnTS
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United Arab Emirates

Tel:  +971 67494199
Fax: +971 67489979
P.O. Box: 23695 - Ajman, UAE

Ajman
IRAQ
Iraq Basrah Khor Al Zubair, Area 4794
Near Navy Check Point
Tel +964 780 100 1259
Fax +964 780 100 1259
alyamama@alyamama-eng.com

Tel:  +971 42673941
Fax: +971 42675745
P.O Box 232067 Dubai , UAE
info.uae@alyamama-eng.com

Dubai


